SEVA OPENING INTL TRANSLATIONS MANAGER

Jai Gurudev,
we are looking for a replacement for the INTL TRANSLATIONS MANAGER, effective around March 2017.
This position becomes a NON SPN RESIDENT position for now, to be given to an international devotee.

SEVA DESCRIPTION
--in short: populate the online library and grow the teams!
--this is a more of a project coordination task, less a direct translation task
--to be the link between SPN departments and the worldwide translator teams
--to be well connected to the teams and be ready to meet them sometimes, online via web/offline during
SPN events
--to be aware and proactive about priorities, e.g. Guruji’s schedule and upcoming events in the countries

SEVA REQUIREMENTS
--you are devotee of Paramahamsa Vishwananda for a minimum of 3 years
--you uphold a quality standard, being aware that we represent Guruji and his mission through our seva
--preferably you have been involved in previous translations and/or BM activities in your country
--you connect well to the global BM family
--English fluent, spoken and written
--you dedicate yourself to accuracy, timeliness and completion of tasks
--you are already familiar with some Bhakti Marga books, manuals and/or Guruji’s Satsang videos
--comfortable with PC, web applications and online tools
--you are resilient to pressure and maintain clarity in workflows between various people
--you are used to challenges within the scope of Guruseva
--you share the vision of a global Bhakti Marga, with proper translations reaching (new) devotees
--you should have an international rather than national mindset
--the daily workload can vary between 30 and 90 minutes. Sometimes more, sometimes less.
(It is a very flexible position and can be enjoyed only by a person who brings flexibility)
--this is a long-term NON-RESIDENT position
--it would be great if you could stay with us at SPN for some days of training (in 2017)

CONTACT
1. please send your application via email to translations@bhaktimarga.org
We will respond beginning of next year
2. include a photo, short description of when you met Guruji, your skills/work experience and why it
is realistic for you to serve in this position
3. please copy/paste exactly this in the email subject line:
Application - INTL TRANSLATIONS MANAGER

